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Dan Mosley, a dairy Extension specialist with 
Perennia (a Crown agency owned by the Nova Scotia 
government) has noticed the trend too. “In some 
areas of the province I would say that the average 
[age] is probably around 40 or even 35. It’s very 
encouraging to see a lot of young producers and 
younger people coming into the industry.”

�ere’s now tangible evidence of the same trend 
in the U.S., albeit, as in Canada, the growth is mostly 
in the smaller farm sector. �e most recent USDA 
Census of Agriculture�the 2012 edition, released in 
February�showed a 1.1% increase since 2007 in the 
number of producers younger than 35. A modest rise, 
but made all the more substantial when you consider 
that in 1982 young farmers less than 35 years old 
comprised 15.9% of the total. �e most recent census 
shows the percentage of producers at just 5.7. Perhaps 
the new census numbers signal the exodus is abating. 
�ey’re even more remarkable when you consider 
many states showed signi�cant increases, such 14.4% 
in New York and 40% in Maine. 

AT 57, DONNIE, WHOSE WIFE, DONNA, also 
works on the farm handling various business tasks, 
isn’t ready to quit working his 80-milking-cow dairy 

and 450 acres of farmland. “I’ve been milking cows 
full time for 40 years and I still enjoy it. So as long as 
I do, I’ll probably keep doing it.”

Still, he’s hoping Gavin will continue working in 
the family business, called Century Mac Farm, and 
be part of the budding trend of younger folks growing 
and producing food. For several years, Donnie 
has been encouraging Gavin to take on greater 
responsibilities in hopes that he’ll eventually become 
the sixth generation of family to run the dairy. 

In addition to helping run the operation on 
a daily basis, Gavin now makes all the breeding 
decisions and has set up a system of computerized 
records for the program. Along with an employee, 
he runs the tractors and helps decide on new 
equipment purchases. 

“If he decides some day, ‘Yes, I want to farm, I 
want to take over,’” says Donnie, “well, then he can 
purchase the Century Mac Farm. Or if he wants to 
gradually move in as a smaller partner, he can move 
in [by purchasing] shares in the farm.  

“It’s easier under our Canadian laws to move 
under incorporation; whereas, if it’s just a sole 
proprietorship, then it basically has to be just sold out. 
So, we’re hoping that if he wants to someday, he has 
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The MacDonalds 

grow low-heat-unit 

corn and grass hay 

on 450 acres, but 

due largely to a short 

growing season, they 

must still purchase a 

portion of their feed 

most years.
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